
A loving friend that I wish to

have with me at all times

わたしにやさしい

memeri / Knitwin.co.,Ltd

197-7 Kido Katsuragi City Nara Japan 639-2161

mail  info@memeri.me www.memeri.me

memeri is a sock brand dedicated to using only gentle and natural materials such as 

silk, wool, linen and cotton.

Established in 1950,we have a long,trusted history in sock-making and we manufacture 

them right in our home country of Japan.

Warmth when cold, coolness when hot; in spring, summer, autumn and winter.

We wish to deliver you items for every season.

Because socks are worn everyday, we hope that memeri socks will be like a loving 

friend who always stays by your side.

Like a loving friend
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Linen absorbs unwanted moisture keeping feet 
feeling dry and comfortable. These socks will gently 
relieve your feet from the heat, providing cooling 
comfort during those hot summer days.

Linen Ribbed Socks

Warm and comfy socks made from merino wool. 

They will envelop your feet in gentle warmth during 

the cold winters.

Merino Wool Socks

Striped socks made from American supima cotton. 

Soft supima cotton socks are suitable to wear on 

various occasions in spring, summer and fall.

Supima Cotton Striped Socks

Socks made from high quality silk for lavishing, soft 

comfort. Silk has great moisture absorbency, 

maintaining silky smooth comfort for your feet.

Silk Ribbed Socks

Made from Egyptian giza cotton for a smooth and 

comfy fit. They keep you comfortable with their 

surprisingly crisp, dry feel.

Giza Cotton Ribbed Socks

Plain socks made from American supima cotton. The 

simple weave and pure softness of supima cotton 

makes these socks ideal to wear in various seasons.

Supima Cotton Socks

Herringbone patterned socks made from giza cotton. 
This type of cotton is dry and crisp to the touch 
resulting in a smooth and comfy fit. They add the 
perfect accent to spring/summer outfits.

Giza Cotton Herringbone Socks

BROWN FLAX

SILVER GRAY

MIDDLE GRAY

With an inner lining of silk and an outer layer of crisp 
linen, these socks are gentle to the touch and can be 
worn in spring and summer. They are also ideal to 
wear over other socks for added warmth.

Linen Silk Socks

CHARCOAL DENIM

LIGHT GRAY

BROWN

Linen socks with natural crispness for a super 
smooth fit. Linen is known to absorb unwanted 
moisture keeping your feet feeling dry, cool and 
fabulous on hot summer days.

Linen Socks

BEIGE IVORY

RED

RED

CHARCOAL

Cable socks made from a super soft blend of wool 

and cotton. They are a bit thicker to keep your feet 

toasty warm during the colder seasons.

Wool Cotton Cable Socks

wool 92%, polyester 6%, elastane 2%

Heavyweight merino wool socks. The wool pile sock is 

combined with a double weave leg warmer providing 

ample warmth from the ankle up to the calves. 

Wool Pile Leg Warmer Socks

BEIGE IVORY

MUSTARD

CHARCOAL

With an inner lining of silk and an outer layer of soft, 
insulating wool, these socks are ideal for fall and 
winter. They can also be worn over other socks for 
added warmth.

Wool Silk Socks

GRAY BLUE

BEIGE

ORANGE

With an inner lining of silk and an outer layer of 
cotton, these socks are gentle to the touch and can 
be worn all year round. They are also ideal to wear 
over other socks for added warmth.

Cotton Silk Socks

BEIGE RED

MOCHA BROWN

linen 82%, polyester 9%, nylon 8%, elastane 1%

wool 83%, nylon 16%, elastane1%

cotton 57%, polyester 31%, nylon 11%, elastane 1%

silk 92%, polyester 7%, elastane 1%

cotton 80%, polyester 19%, elastane 1%

cotton 70%, polyester 29%, elastane 1%

cotton 88%, nylon 12%

linen 66%, silk 30%, nylon 3%, elastane 1%

linen 79%, polyester 20%, elastane 1%

wool 47%, cotton 47%, polyester 5%, elastane 1%

wool 61%, silk 28%, nylon 10%, elastane 1%

cotton 59%, silk 32%, nylon 8%, elastane 1%

cotton 60%, wool 33%, polyester 6%, elastane 1%

The inner pile lining of cotton-wool and outer layer of 

durable cotton make these socks memeri's warmest.

Cotton Wool Pile Socks

BORDEAUX
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MOCHA BROWN

SILVER GRAY

MOCHA BEIGE

BEIGE

YELLOW

BLACK

SAGE LIGHT GRAY

CHARCOAL

LIGHT GRAY WHITE BROWN

DENIM

LIGHT GRAY

BLACK

BLACK

WHITE BROWN

SAGE

YELLOW

OFF WHITE

SILVER GRAY

CHARCOAL BEIGE

BLUE

BEIGE

BEIGE

LIGHT GRAY

CHARCOAL

SAND BEIGE

ECRU

ECRU

ECRU

BLUE

PALE BLUE

CHARCOAL

BROWN

linen 87%, polyester 12%, elastane 1%

No-show liners made of crisp, smooth linen. The 

non-slip grip hugs the heel making outings on hot 

summer days a breeze.

Linen No-show Liners

linen 89%, polyester 10%, elastane 1%

Five finger no-show liners made from linen for crisp, 

refreshing comfort. The non-slip grip hugs the heel 

making outings on hot summer days a breeze.

Linen Five Finger No-show Liners

ramie 47%, cotton 47%, nylon 5%, elastane 1%

No-show liners made with ramie and cotton for crisp, 
smooth comfort. This liner gently envelops the feet 
from toe to heel without slipping off, so you can feel 
good all day.

Ramie Cotton No-show Liners

linen 82%, polyester 9%, nylon 8%, elastane 1%

Crisp feeling sandal socks made from linen. Linen 
absorbs unwanted moisture. These socks gently 
embrace ankles to protect  from the strong  chill of 
air conditioners in the summer.

Linen Sandal Socks

linen 70%, silk 30%

This five finger sock has an inner layer of silk, gentle 
to the touch and an outer layer made of refreshing 
linen, ideal for spring and summer wear. They can 
also be worn under other socks for added comfort.

Silk Linen Five Finger Socks

cotton 70%, silk 30%

This five finger sock has an inner layer made of silk, 
gentle to the touch and an outer layer of cotton for all 
season wear. They can also be worn under other 
socks for added warmth.

Silk Cotton Five Finger Socks

wool 72%, silk 28%

This five finger sock has an inner layer made of silk, 
gentle to the touch and an outer layer of soft, insulating 
wool and is ideal for fall and winter wear. They can also 
be worn under other socks for added warmth.

Silk Wool Five Finger Socks

linen 95%, polyester 4%, elastane 1%

Five finger socks made of crisp, smooth linen. Linen 

absorbs unwanted moisture keeping feet dry, providing 

exceptional comfort during hot summer days.

Linen Five Finger Socks

cotton 80%, polyester 19%, elastane 1%

Smooth and comfortable socks made with Egyptian 

giza cotton. These cotton tabi style socks are pleasant-

ly crisp to the touch for a smooth and comfortable fit. 

wool 45%, cotton 45%, polyester 9%, elastane 1%

Socks woven with a blend of wool and cotton. Warm 

and durable, these comfy socks are great for spring 

and fall.

Giza Cotton Tabi Socks 

Wool Cotton Five Finger Socks

silk 76%, nylon 24%

Five finger socks made of high quality silk, gentle to 
the touch with a smooth and comfy fit. Silk swiftly 
absorbs unwanted  moisture, allowing feet to be 
enveloped in its gentle, smooth texture.

Silk Five Finger Socks

linen 90%, polyester 9%, elastane 1%

Five finger open toe no-show liners made from linen 

for crisp, refreshing comfort. The non-slip grip hugs 

the heel making outings on hot summer days a breeze.

Linen Five Finger Open Toe Socks

one size �ts all

N E W
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GRAY BLUE

BEIGE

ORANGE

【socks】cotton 59%, silk 32%, nylon 8%, elastane 1%

【toe socks】cotton 70%, silk 30%

Gentle to the touch with an inner layer made of silk and 
an outer layer of soft cotton, ideal for all season wear. 
This sock set includes both the regular sock and five 
finger sock designs. Layer them for ultimate comfort.

Cotton Silk Layered Socks Set

IVORY

BEIGE

MUSTARD

CHARCOAL

【socks】wool 61%, silk 28%, nylon 10%, elastane 1%

【toe socks】wool 72%, silk 28%

Gentle to the touch with an inner layer made of silk and 
an outer layer of soft, insulating wool, ideal for fall/winter 
wear. This sock set includes both the regular sock and 
five finger sock designs. Layer them for ultimate warmth.

Wool Silk Layered Socks Set

SILVER GRAY

MIDDLE GRAY

BROWN FLAX

【socks】linen 66%, silk 30%, nylon 3%, elastane 1%

【toe socks】linen 70%, silk 30%

Gentle to the touch with an inner layer made of silk 
and an outer layer of refreshing linen, ideal for 
spring /summer wear. This sock set includes both 
the regular sock and five finger sock designs. Layer 
them for ultimate comfort.

Linen Silk Layered Socks Set

GRAY BEIGE

cotton 59%, silk 31%, polyester 9%, elastane 1%

Double-weave leg warmers with an inner layer made 
of silk, gentle to the touch and an outer layer of 
cotton. Silk swiftly absorbs unwanted moisture 
allowing feet to indulge in its gentle, smooth texture.

Silk Cotton Double-weave Leg Warmers

GRAY BEIGE

cotton 59%, silk 31%, polyester 9%, elastane 1%

Double-weave ankle warmers with an inner layer 
made of silk, gentle to the touch and an outer layer of 
cotton. Silk swiftly absorbs unwanted moisture 
allowing feet to indulge in its gentle, smooth texture

Silk Cotton Double-weave Ankle Warmers

CHARCOAL BROWN

CHARCOAL BROWN

wool 59%, silk 31%, polyester 9%, elastane 1%

Double-weave leg warmers with an inner layer made 
of silk, gentle to the touch and an outer layer of soft, 
insulating wool. They are soft to the touch keeping 
you nice and warm on the coldest days of winter.

Silk Wool Double-weave Leg Warmers

wool 59%, silk 31%, polyester 9%, elastane 1%

Double-weave ankle warmers with an inner layer made 
of silk, gentle to the touch and an outer layer of soft, 
insulating wool. They are soft to the touch keeping you 
nice and warm on the coldest days of winter.

Silk Wool Double-weave Ankle Warmers

DANDELION BEIGE

LIGHT GRAY

DENIM

cotton 80%, cashmere 20%

Fluffy-soft arm and leg warmers made from a blend 
of cashmere and cotton. They are fluffy and wonder-
fully stretchy, enveloping the arms and legs with 
gentle comfort and warmth.

Cashmere Cotton Arm & Leg Warmers
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NAVY WHITE BROWN

LIGHT GRAY

KHAKI

LAVENDER

NAVY WHITE BROWN

BORDEAUX CHARCOAL

BROWN

DEEP BLUE

LIGHT GRAY

CHARCOAL WHITE BROWN BLACK LIGHT GRAY

DENIM

WINE

BEIGE

BEIGE

GRAY

LIGHT GRAY CHARCOAL

BLACK

CHARCOAL

CHARCOAL

CHARCOAL

BLACK

BLACK

BLACK

LIGHT GRAY

KHAKI

MOCHA BROWN LIGHT GRAY

CHARCOAL

NAVY

BLACK NAVY BLACK

WHITE BROWN

linen 78%, nylon 16%, polyester 5%, elastane 1%

Crisp, smooth arm covers made from linen. Movement 
of your arms allows airflow through the mesh 
material keeping you feeling nice and cool during 
outings on hot summer days.

Linen Arm Covers - short

linen 78%, nylon 16%, polyester 5%, elastane 1%

Crisp, smooth arm covers made from linen. Movement 
of your arms allows airflow through the mesh 
material keeping you feeling nice and cool during 
outings on hot summer days.

Linen Arm Covers

linen 100%

Crisp, smooth arm covers made with 100% linen. 

They are generous in length protecting arms, hands 

and fingers from the harmful rays of the sun.

Linen Open Finger Arm Covers

cotton 42%, silk 38%, nylon 19%, elastane 1%

Gentle to the touch with an inner layer made of silk and 
an outer layer of soft cotton, these leggings are ideal for 
all season wear. Silk swiftly absorbs unwanted  moisture, 
allowing feet to indulge in its gentle, smooth texture and 
the outer cotton layer is durable for longer wear.

cotton 44%, silk 35%, polyester 20%, elastane 1%

Irresistibly soft ribbed leggings made of high quality 
silk and cotton. Silk absorbs unwanted moisture while 
maintaining a gentle, soft texture. They will keep you 
dry and cool in the summer, and comfy and warm in 
the winter. They also protect the skin from dryness.

Silk Cotton Leggings - three quarter length

cotton 42%, silk 38%, nylon 19%, elastane 1%

Gentle to the touch with an inner layer made of silk and 
an outer layer of soft cotton, these leggings are ideal 
for all season wear. Silk swiftly absorbs unwanted  
moisture while protecting the skin from dryness.

Silk Cotton Leggings

wool 45%, silk 35%, polyester 19%, elastane 1%

With an inner lining of silk, gentle to the touch and an 
outer layer of soft, insulating wool, these leggings 
are perfect for fall and winter. The silk is gentle and 
smooth while the wool is soft and retains warmth.

Silk Wool Leggings

rayon 43%, cotton 43%, polyester 14%

Highly insulating, soft leggings made from a blend of 

modal and cotton. The silky touch is blended with 

gentle cotton for added comfort.

Modal Cotton Leggings - Extra long

cotton 80%, polyester 19%, elastane 1%

Tights made from American supima cotton. They are 

soft, lustrus and more durable compared to regular 

thread, giving you reliable warmth and comfort.

Supima Cotton Tights

Silk Cotton Ribbed Leggings

wool 92%, polyester 7%, elastane 1%

Warm hand warmers made from soft merino wool 

and fluffy wool. The double weave ensures high 

insulation even on the coldest winter days.

Wool Rope Patterned Hand Warmers

linen 89%, nylon 11%

Crisp, smooth arm covers made with linen. They are 

generous in length protecting arms, hands and 

fingers from the harmful rays of the sun.

Linen Open Finger Arm Covers - short

wool 100%

Silky warm fingerless gloves made from 100% extra 
fine wool comparable to cashmere. They generously 
provide warmth covering from the wrists to the start 
of the fingertips.

Fingerless 100% Merino Wool Gloves

N E W



length 55cm

season AW

length 35cm

season ALL

length 55cm

season ALL

length 15cm

season AW

length 15cm

season AW

Linen Ribbed Socks

Merino Wool SocksSilk Ribbed Socks

Giza Cotton Ribbed Socks

Giza Cotton Herringbone Socks

one size �ts all

one size �ts all one size �ts all

one size �ts all one size �ts all

Linen Arm Covers

OFF WHITE BLACK

BEIGE CHARCOAL

MUSTARD RED

BROWN

BEIGE

LIGHT GRAY

CHARCOAL

BROWN

BEIGE

full scale
GRAY

CHARCOAL

OFF WHITE POWDER BLUE

MILKY PINK

CRLULEAN BLUE

RED

BORDEAUX

LAVENDER

BLACK

silk 100%

A super soft waist warmer made of high quality silk. 
Silk absorbs unwanted moisture while maintaining a 
gentle, soft texture, keeping you dry and cool in the 
summer, and comfy and warm in the winter.

Silk Waist Warmers

wool 48%, silk 34%, nylon 18%

A neck warmer that is gentle to the touch with an inner 
layer made of silk and an outer layer of soft, insulating 
wool. Silk swiftly absorbs unwanted  moisture allowing 
skin to indulge in its gentle, smooth texture and the 
soft outer wool layer keeps you nice and warm.

Silk Wool Neck Warmer

wool 82%, polyester 15%, nylon 2%, elastane 1%

This warm, fluffy-soft snood is made with smooth to 

the touch, high-quality merino wool. The double weave 

stores air, keeping the neck warm from the winter cold.

Merino Wool Snood

silk 100%

A super soft waist warmer made of high quality silk. 
Silk absorbs unwanted moisture while maintaining a 
gentle, soft texture, keeping you dry and cool in the 
summer, and comfy and warm in the winter.

Silk Waist Warmer - Long

Promotion POP in English Sock Blocker

wool 64%, nylon 19%, cashmere 16%, elastane 1%

This warm, fluffy-soft neck warmer is made of a cashmere 
and wool blend. The cashmere gently protects the neck 
from the winter cold with silky-soft comfort. Compared to 
scarves, they are compact and easy to wear, accompanying 
you on outings just like that.

Cashmere Wool Neck Warmer


